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YOU have heard politicians recently as
sail this country's national defense ef
fort for beinga "trickle when it should

be a flood." Many of their statements
are aimed at the aviation industry, which
is as unfair as it is infuriating. Five years
ago those same politicians looked upon
our aviation industry as the silly whim of
a bunch of eccentric lunatics; today they
want an air force a day or a ^asonable
facsimile thereof.

The demands being made upon our
aviation industry today are fantastic. Yet
it has accepted the job with hardly a
whimper and is doing the impossible so
well it leaves the most blase of us a bit
breathless. Two thousand complete mili
tary aircraft per month! Why, it was
only a short time ago we thought 2,000
big planes per year comprised a lusty in
dustry. And the modern warplane—far
more intricate and complicated than the
run-of-the-mine commercial ship still
being put together by hand.

Many people still are unable to under
stand why aircraft cannot be put together
on high-speed assembly lines in exactly
the same manner as are automobiles
There is just the one answer: they are
hand made. With some' refinements, thev
stillare building aircraft on the compara
tively slow scale required by fine, pre
cision craftsmanship. You have seen the
rate of speed at which an automobile as
sembly line moves; there is nothing likZ
that yet in aviation.

There are other delays, too—delays that
could be eliminated by the very critics
who lay the blame on the aviation indus
try: strikes, shortages of materials, nu"
merous bottlenecks. Yet, despite ali this"
our factories are turning out airplanes
faster than pilots can fly them away. <5
think of all this the next time you read
one of those statments-to-the-press
Take our word for it, there are dozens of
men in the aviation industry who
working themselves into early graves to
pve us the aeronautical superiority wo
have today. ®

TMRES another one of those mart
dashes around the countryside in o

diary this month. Spent two days trvi
to get a seat on an airline to New Yo u
^en one Saturday night, just as we were
thmkmg of gomg to bed, a phone call aT
v^ed that there was just one seat avafl
able on the plane leaving in two hour^"

to bed in New York rn'
mstead. Then down to Washinetooday, followed by aquick ridX^ '
T't.1 at the Martin factoryclimbed 24 steps to get to the
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